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Data Fusion  

 

 

Quite often, a measurement is obtained from different devices, or from the same device, used 

at different times or at different locations. For instance, a position may be estimated from the 

GPS, from inertia, and so on. An angle may be estimated from several points of view. The 

problem arises constantly nowadays with the projects of "autonomous vehicles", which always 

carry a lot of sensors. 

 

Each time, the same question comes: how to "conciliate" the measurements? The different de-

vices do not give the same answers, and even a single device gives different answers at differ-

ent times. 

 

This problem is known as "data fusion". It is often solved practically in an empirical manner. 

For instance, one attributes "weights" to each device, considering the level of confidence that 

one wants to give to them. 

 

In order to solve this type of problem, SCM has developed a simple and robust methodology, 

which relies entirely upon probabilities. This method takes into account systematic biases, 

when they exist, and the scale factors: a scale factor appears when the device does not have 

the same precision all over the measurement scale, which is the case in practice (most devices 

are less precise at the end points of the measurement scale).  

 

Our method explains how to realize "calibration tables", which are in fact conditional probabil-

ities, in the mathematical sense, and how to use them for data fusion. 

 

There are no a priori assumptions upon the errors of each device. For instance, the errors are 

not supposed to be gaussian. The method does not use filters, such as Kalman filters. 

 

What we obtain is not just the most likely value, combining all the data. What we get is in fact 

a complete probability law: given all the available information, the method indicates what is 

the probability of any location. The most likely value is the expectation, and we also get inter-

vals or ellipsoids of dispersion, when they are needed. 

 

It applies to all situations where data fusion is needed, from two measurements or more. It 

indicates how the devices must be calibrated, and, when this calibration is made, how to treat 

and combine the measures. Our method does not reduce to a computational protocol but also 

covers the measurement phase. It provides a solid methodology for the treatment of complex 

data fusion problems. 
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